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It shall he the purpose of this paper to discuss automorphlc func-
tions of a complex variable on only properly discontinuous groups.
Properly discontinuous grovpB shall be defined as foUovsf a groi^
shall be called prqperly discontinuous in the z plane If there exists
a point say Zq and a region S enclosing Zq such that all transforma¬
tions of the group, other than the Identical transformation, carry the
point Zq outside the region S. This paper vlU therefore exclude
those automorphlc functions of groups vhose transformations contain
continuously varying parameters.
It shall also be necessary to Introduce certain terms and defi¬
nitions on vhlch automorphlc functions depend. This shall be done as
the need arises, with the exertion of some preliminary Information
that will precede the actual definition and concept of an automorphlc
function.
The classification of function groups shall be discussed frem
the viewpoint of automorphlc functions with en^hasls being put on the
elementary and Fuchslan classifications. Final consideration will be
given to the function jW .
The writer wishes to acknowledge at this time Dr. L. K. Williams
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CEAPTER I
Background.— Since the whole theory of automorphic functions, as
well as the phase of these functions the author Intends to develop in
this paper depends on a particular type of transformation, this defi¬
nition shall then precede all others. The transformation is called a
lineen: treuisformatlon (or a linear fractional transformation or homo¬
graphic transformation) and is of the form - az / b where a, b, c,
cz f d
d are constants and ad - be ^ 0. For the automorphic functions to be
discussed here it is also convenient to always have ad - be ■ 1.
Theorem 1,
The Inverse of a linear transformation is a llneeu: trans¬
formation.
If z - az / b then z ^ - dz / b and z has the
cz f d cz - a
determinant ad - be ^ 1 but (-d)(-a) - be - ad - be - 1. /I-l^
Theorem 2.
The z plane is transformed into itself in a one to one manner
by a linear transformation and Theorem 3 states as follows: If, except
for a finite niimber of points, the plane is mapped in a one to one and
directly conformal manner \apon a plane region, the mapping function is
linear.
Let f(z) 2 Le such a mapping function, also let 92# • • • •
q^j^ (s ) "be the excepted points. Owing to the conformality, f(z)
is analytic except at the Isolated points q^^, q^^. Now ql Is
not an essential singularity, since the function takes on certain values
1
2
an infinite nmber of times in the neighborhood of the point, but this
is contrary to the hypothesis. Thus f(z) either remains finite for the
neighborhood of q i and, therefore, is analytic there if properly de¬
fined, or has a pole. At any rate f(z) is a rational function of z.
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Now a rational fimctlon which is not a constant takes on every
value in times, m being the number of poles. A rational function is of
the form f(z) s Sp z” / a-» z^**^ / / am s Qi (z)
b^ z“ / b^ z““^ / ••^'-'jibn q(z)
where and Q are Integral polynomial functions of degree m and n
respectively. Now If ft-i (z) is not a constant^ then either m n or
m ^ n. If m n the point at is a pole of order m-n. Hence,
the total number of poles at finite and infinite distances n/m-n s m.
Ob the other hand, if m ^ n,the point is a zero of order n-m.
The function now has n poles (and the same number of zeros.) §J
But, since f(z) takes on the same value twice, it has a single
pole of the first order. If this pole happens to be a finite point,
say’ we may then write z^ r M / A^ r / Ai - A^qj^ , A^ ^
2-9k
If not, then the point is at infinity, and we have z^ ; A^ z / A^ ,
Ai ^ O • It is obvious though, that in either case the function is
still linear.
Theorem 4.
The most general trcmsforsiation which maps the interior or
exterior of one circle into the interior or exterior of another circle
is a linear transformation.
Let z^ - f(z) carry the interior or exterior of one circle^say Ki^
into the interior or exterior of K2. Now let T^ and T2 be linear
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transformations carrying and Kg, respectively, into some the in¬
terior or exterior of each which is involved in the mapping being
carried into the interior of K^, Then, the sequence of transformations
followed "by f, followed by Sg, carries the interior of Kq into it¬
self and is equivalent to a linear transformation T of the form:
- az ^ c where a a - c c - 1 and T2 f Tj^ ^ - S or f - Tg”^
cz f a
il-423, 42^
The modular groups are the set(s) of all modxileir transformations
which form a groTq> by possessing two characteristics of a group, namely:
(1) If f(z) - az / b then f"^(z) - -dz / b (Inverse)
cz / d cz - a
(2) If f(z) - az]^ / b and fCz^^) - a^^ Z2 / b^ then f(z)
czi / d °1 ^2 /
a(ai Z2 / b]^)/ b
(c^ Z2 / d^)
c(ai Z2 / b^)/ d
(‘^l ^
Z ZgCa a^^ / bc^) / ab^^ / bdjL
Z2(ai c / dcjj^) / cb^ / ddj^ (Closure)
The multiplier of a modular group determines the character of the
transformation. In order to obtain an expression for this multiplier,
which we shall denote by the letter K, in terms of the coefficients of
the general transformation, we will treat the case wherein the trans¬
formation has two fixed points, The finite points
and the point cxo are all carried into i^^and a/c respectively.
Hence, using the only linear transformation which carries three points




(z^ “ z^2,)(z2^ " ■
■ $■ ) (Vc / ^2 ^ S ^
(z^ - ^gi)(-a/c / <^, ) z -
^ ^ - <;i
Hence K / l/K - a - e / a - c
where K * a - c ^,
a - c
a - c a - c
: 2£-2ca(4+^^A_|^^)
Nov the points which are imcimnged hy the linear modular transformation
are found hy setting z^ ; z and solving z j az / h for z, thusly
cz f d
c^/(d«a) z«»hsO,
If c ^ o then the roots ^ L = (a « d) / [dTT)^ / 4hc^
2c
^ I ^ ; ^(a « d) / \f (d - a) / *4^^
; (a - d)^ / 2{a - d) vTu - a)^ / 4hc^/ (d - a)^/ 4he
4?
f' “K o / ^
While r (a - d)^ « 2(a - d) J (d - a)^ / 4 he / (d - a) / 4hc
■
^
62 ® ’ 2 / 2 » (a - d)^ / 2 he and
n'^ O '
a . .d , $.^z5-Vc Thusly
’’^^^Is change comes about since z^ * <90
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K / 1 r 2a^ - 2ae(a « d) / c^(a - d)^ / 21)0
K ( c ) ( } •
a^ • ac(a - d) /
(“T”) ( c)
- 2a^ - 2a(a - d) / (a - d)^ / 2bc
a^ - a(a - d) / c(-b)
■ a^ / d^ / 2bc 2 (a - d)^ - 2(ad - be)
ad - be ad - be
But slnee this is a modular transfdrmation, then ad -> be s 1 and there-
fore K/l s(a-d)^ -2orK/l / 2 ~ (a-d)^.
K K
squaring both sides (K / l)(K / l) - (a - d)^ and K / 1 - a - d
K " ^
orK / 1 - a-d
/f ‘
Certain basic funetlons are generalized into automorphle funetlons
of two types - non-loxodromie and loxodromie. Iftider the non loxodromle
funetlomve find eircular, hyperbolle, elllptie and parabolle funetlons.
We shall now briefly present these funetlons from the viewpoint of linear
transformations In an attempt to further clarify the type of ftmetion
that can be extended tinder the concept of an automorphle function.
Circular functions in their most elementary form will involve
linear transformations of the circle. This type of transformation car>
rles a circle or a straight line into a circle or a straight line. It
will be well to recall at this point that a straight line may be looked
upon as a circle of infinite radius.
Hyperbolic transformations of the type K j A, where we assme A ^ |
in order to eliminate the possibility of the identical transformation.
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give rise to the following generalizations:
(1) Any circle throrigh the fixed points is transfomed into Itself;
each of the two arcs Into which the circle Is separated hy
fixed points Is transformed Into Itself.
(2) The Interior of a circle thro\igh fixed points Is also trans¬
formed Into itself.
(3) Any circle orthogonal to the circles through the fixed points
Is carried into some other circle.
(4) The fixed points are Inverse with respect to each (orthogonal)
circle.
Elliptic transformations are of the form K ; where '2f(ir
and the transformation 2** ^ is the rotation about the ori¬
gin. For this type transformation the following generalizations are
possible:
(1) An arc of a circle Joining the fixed points Is transformed
Into an arc of a circle Joining the fixed points and makes
an angle Q with the first axe,
(2) Each circle orthogonal to the circles throTigh the fixed points
is transformed into Itself.
(3) The Interior of each circle of (2) is transformed into itself.
(4) The fixed points are inverse points with respect to each cir¬
cle.
Parabolic transformations keep one point fixed and are generalized
in the following manner:
(1) Any circle through the fixed point is transformed into a tan¬
gent circle through the fixed point.
(2) There is a one parameter family of tangent circles, each of
7
vhich is transformed into each other.
(3) The interior of each fixed circle is transformed into itself.
The loxodromic transformations are transformations of the same
basic form vith the notable exception being that a / d is complex.
*
Here K » Ae ** ^ vhere A 7 and not equal to one, ^ SOtTHT
We find, as a restilt of a succession of transformatloi^ both hyperbolic
and elliptic, r 6 2. , r ^ we have z^ - Ae
In general for this transformation there are no fixed circles,
with the exception of (^ = 11 ju special ease any circular
arc joining the fixed points is carried into another arc joining the
fixed points and msiking an angle IT with the first; the two arcs thus
form a circle. Note here the similarity between this and the non>loxo*
dromle tremsfozmation.
Also note the difference, for here every interior of a fixed cir¬
cle is transformed into its exterior.
It should suffice at this point to conclude Chapter I with the fol¬
lowing statements. A linear transformation of the form z^ 2 BlZ 4 where
cz d
ad - be 2 1 is hyperbolic if, and only if, /a / d/ ^ 2
is elliptic if, and only if, / a / d/ 2
is parabolic if, and only if, a / d ^ ^ 2
and finally is loxodromic if a / d is an imaginary number.
Exanples:
(1) z /g J 3.3 - g.4 : 1
kzii
Since /a/d/s/s/s/ - 6 ^ 2 then this transforma¬
tion is hyperbolic.
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(2) z z i 3-2 .2
2zT3
Since / a/ d/ - / 1 /-3 / - 4^ 2 is also hyperbolic.
(3) 2?- z z ; 1 - 0 r 1
2z / 1
/a/d/ 2 / l/ l/ 2 2 or a/d 2 2
thus the trems format ion is parabolic.
(4) 2 1^ i 0 - ( -1) ; 1
/a / d/ 2 ^ = 1 ^ 2 therefore this trans¬
formation is elliptic.
(5) z^ 2 (x / i y) z - 1 j 0 - ( -1) - 1
z
a/d-x/ iy/0 2 3c/ i y hence a loxodromic
tremsformation.
CHAPTER II
By definition, a function is said to be automorphlc vith respect
to a group of linear transformations T2, pro¬
vided the following conditions hold:
(1) f(z) is a single valued analytic function*
(2) If z lies in the dcnoain of existence of f(z), then also shall
(3) S ^-8i7
It should be noted here that while some many valued functions will
satisfy conditions (2) euid (3)> only single valued functions will qualify
tmder all three conditions. Also note that there are no functions other
than constants which are automorphlc, according to the above definition,
with respect to a continuous or an iii5>roperly discontinuous group. If
we let F(z) be such a function and z^ a point at which it is analytic,
then infinitely many points will be found in the neighborhood of Zq that
are congruent to Zq and at each of these point F(z) r F(zo).**
From the definition of autCMorphic functions above, it should also
be noticed that if f(z) is automorphlc with respect to a group,it is
also autcmorphlc with respect to a sub-group of that grotqp. In showing
that, it is not necessary to examine conditions (2) and (3) of the defi¬
nition for all points of the domain of existence of the function nor for
all tran^rmatlons of the group.
At this point in our development it becomes necessary to develop
**It is a well known fact that a function can take on the same value
at an infinite number of points in the neighborhood of a point at which
it is analytic only if it is a constant.
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some additional criterion in tbe form of theorems on automorphic func¬
tions, but first let us define analytic continuation since the proof of
our first theorem shall depend on it.
Let f2^(z) be a regular analytic function defined in a domain
It is sometimes possible to find an analytic function F(z) vhlch is
equal to f^^Cz) at each point but is regular in a more extensive
domain. Nov if ve choose another domain, say Dg, having in common
vith Dx a set of points forming a domain which ve shall call ^ ,
it may be possible to find a function f2(z) vhlch is regular in Dg*
In addition to being regular in L2 asstme that it is equal to
f^Cz) at a set of points having a limit point H belonging to .
Now on the basis of our assumptions analytic continuation is possible.
In the first place, under our above stated conditions f^ (z) and
fg(z) are equal at every point of • For fj^(z) - fgCz) is regular
in and has a set of zeros with B as its limiting point; since R
is a point of this implies that f^(z) - fgCz) vanishes everywhere
in D,
If ve now write F(z) - f]^(z) when z is in and F(z) r f2(z)
when z is in ”2' then F(z) is defined as an analytic function, regular
in the domain / Dg,* The function f^(z) has therefore been con¬
tinued analytically into D^. Moreover, this continuation is unique:
If g(z) is another regular function in Dg and equal to f-j^(z) at a set
of points having as its limiting, g(z) is equal to f^(z) at
every point of and hence also equal to fgCz). Hence fgCz) 2
g(z).
*Slnce and D2 separate domains then so is
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When f2(z) has been found in this it may be possible to con«
tinue fgCz) analytically into a domain vhlch overlaps ^2* If
BO, there can be foimd a function regular in vhlch is egtial
to f2(z) in the common part of D2 and Further if overlaps
ve can also expect the analytic continuation to carry over such that
f^Cz) - fj^(z). Now if Dj_, Dg and are circles having a domain
4^' in common, this conjectitre is true. For in ^ ve have f^^Cz) -
iaqplies that f^^Cz) - f^Cz) in the common
part of and ^2* ^3 common domain, then
fjCx) does not necessarily carry over into as fj^(z). /i-84, 8^7
Exasqple:
/ z - 1 , / 2 - w / , / z - w^ /
Where V s S ^ and 1 JT ®1» ®2» ®3 respectively.
Nov if any two of these domains have in common an area bounded by
two circular arcs, then there is no point common to all three. The
function is regular in 0^ but if ve continue it analytically to
Dg and then to D^, back to the function obtained vlU now
be -
Theorem 1.
Let f(z) be a single valued function analytic at Zq. Then let
T(zq) where T is a linear transformation, lie in the domain of existence
of the function and let f^(z^ - f(z) be valid in the neighborhood
of Zq. Then, if z is any point in the domain of existence of the func¬
tion, so also is T(z), and f^(zj|7 : liol^s throughout the whole
domain of existence.
The transformation T carries the domain of existence f(z) into
12
Itself.
Proof: This follows as an Immediate consequence of the principle
of analytic continuation. The two functions of z that appear in f/T(zJ7
- f(z) are identical in a region siarrounding Zq, therefore identical in
any region to which either can he continued analytically. Let z^^ he a
point at which f(z) is analytic. Then f(z) can he continued analytically
from Zq throvighout a suitable region S surroimdlng Zj^, Then in S,
tjy\z^ is analytic and ( 3 ) holds. In other words, f(z) is analytic
in the neighborhood of ; T(z) and f (zj^^) 5 fCz), In the
neighborhood of a pole, f(z) is analytic and f(z) becomes infinite as
z —^ Zg. Hence, f(z) is analytic also in the neighborhood of z^ ;
T(z2) and becomes infinite as z^ is approached. Thus T carries any
point of the domain of existence of f(z) into another such point in like
manner T"^ since Holds in the neighborhood of z^ 2
T(zq)* in other words, T carries the domain of existence into itself.
^.8J7
Theorem 2.
If f(z) is a single vaJ-ued analytic function and if
f(z) and JS * > • • , then f(z) is automorphic with
respect to the group generated by T^^, T2, . . . . Each transformation
of the group ceurles the domain of existence of f(x) into itself.
Proof: This group is formed by constructing all possible products
of Tj^, T2, and their inverses. It is clearly obvious from the first
theorem that f(z) is unaltered when z is replaced by T^”^(z), T2"’^(z), . . .
Since any product can be formed by repeatedly combining trans¬
formations two at a time, it then is sufficient to prove, the first part
of the theorem by just printing out that if f/s(zj7 • f/T(z£^ s ^(*)«
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An example of this type of function is COS(z / 2 TT ) z COS(z)
or COS(>z) - COS z. Thus COS z is automorphic with respect to the group
generated hy z^ - z / 21ir and z^ ; -z.
Theorem 3»
The domain of an automorphic function extends into the neighbor¬
hood of every limit point of the gcovp.
Proof: In the neighborhood of a limit point lie points congruent
to points in the domain of existence of the function. These points be¬
long to the domain of existence of the function. ^-8^
It should be noted here that the existence of a non-constant single
analytic function which is unaltered when a set of linear transformations
is applied to the independent variable is sufficient to show that the
group generated by the transformations is properly discontinuous. A com¬
parison of the group of simply periodic functions (z^- z /MW) and
the group of all translations (z^ ; z / b,where b is any constant) shooild
bring this out. The grot^ of simply periodic functions provides no
transform of a point z within the distance /v/ of z, while in the group
of all translations we get transforms of z as near to z as we like by
taking b small oiovigh.
Theorem 4*
If an automorphic function is not a constant each limit point
of the group is an essential singularity of the function.
Proof: Since the function can take on any value only a finite
ntmiber of times in the neighborhood of a point at which the function
is analytic or has a pole, the entire neighborhood of a limit point con¬
tains an infinite number of congruent points at which the frmctlon takes
on the same value. Thus the limit point is an essential singularity.
g-eg
Corollary * All points in the domain of existence of a non^constant
automorphie function are ordinary points. ^-8^
While it is not true that all points on the boundary of the domain
of existence of a function are necessarily limit points, the limit
points do lie on the boundary of the domain. But there may be further
boundary points.
Exan^le:
/ /^C^ / 1
/is automorphie with respect to the group z ;
z ^ MW mV-. Its domain of existence consists of all points, ex¬
cepting of course (the only limit point) and the points MW /
At these latter points ^(z) has poles and the function has
essential singularities.
Theorem 5»
If a group possesses a non-constant automorphie function, it
is a function group.
Proof: Recall that it has been previously stated that not all
properly discontinuous groups have non-constant automorphie functions.
If a group has a non-constant automorphie function existing in some
domain, say let R be a part of the plane, bounded by limit points
in which K lies. Now R consists of all ordinary points which can be
Joined to a point of K by curves not passing throi;igh limit points.
Now any point of R, say z, and a curve Joining it to a point of K
are carried by any transformation T of the group into a point z^ and
a curve Joining z^ to a point of S, where consists of ordinary
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points. Thus, belongs to R, wherefore R is carried Into itself
The groxQ) is therefore called a function group, /2^-8^
It may he well to note here that there are seven well known grotips
of linear transformations from which we shall form oiur function groups,(l)Rotations about the origin - M transformations, z^ « z.
Z. make up this
group, the generator being e Z. and the rotations about the
air
origin through multiples of the angle •(2)Anharmonlc Ratios*
1
Z" s z, 1 , 1 - z, 1
z 1 » z
> Z ■ 1 , 5.
z z »
Verification of the formation of this group is shown by forming the in¬
verses and by combining the transformations.
(3) The group of Simply Periodic Functions-the set is generated
by z^ 5 z / W and characterized by # z / MM where W is a constant
different from zero, with M belonging to the set of integers (positive
or negative).
(4) Doubly Periodic Functions-the set generated by the trans¬
formations s z / W, z^ ; z / and characterized by z^ j z / MM
/ , M and being constants not equal to zero and ratio M^ belongs
1 Wto the cong>lex number system. The letters M, M represent integers or
zeros.
(5) The Modular Group**
(6) The Group of Picard is the set of transformations z^ s az / b
cz f d
'"'If z is any one of the anharmonlc ratios of foitr points on a line,
the six enharmonic ratios are given by transformations of the group.
Shall be treated in detail in Chapter III.
l6
where a, h, c, d are complex (or real) such that ad - he - 1.
(7) A Group Allied to Qo"this groxqp is similar to (5) and ( 6 )
with the exception that a, c are real or ccaaplex and r az / “c where
ez ^ 'S
a "a - c”c - 1, These transformations carry the Interior of a fixed cir¬
cle into itself. ^-1887
Becaxise of the siany types of automorphlc functions and the compari-
tlve or intended scope of this paper, it shall become necessary to Impose
some restrictions on this topic. These restrictions will he on hoth the
character of the function and the group with respect to which it is auto-
morphic. If we let f(z) have no essential singularity at an ordinary
point of the group, then the domain of existence of the function, pro¬
vided it is not a constant, is one of the regions K into which the limit
points of the group separate the plame. That part Rq of R that lies in
K is a fundamental region for the group. We shall require that Rq have
a finite number of sides.
If Rq possesses at least one parabolic point, we shall Impose a
further condition on the functions. As z approaches a parabolic point
P from the region let the function approach a definite value finite
or infinite, that is lim f(z) s c or exo where z( - p) is restricted
in its approach, to lie within or on the boundary of R^. If there are
two points in «o, then the approach shall be ffom one side only. It
should be remembered that if the approach is from either side, the two
limits may be different.
Hence, a function as we have now restricted it shall be called "a
simple automorphlc function." In brief, if it satisfies the following:
(l) Belongs to a function group such that Rq has a finite nmber
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of sldesf
(2) has domain of existence provided it is non-constant,
(3) has specific behavior at parabolic points, if any exist.
Further if f (z) is a simple automorphic function belonging to a
group, say T^, then we shall define (z) s where S is a
linear trsmsforaation, to be a simple automorphic function belonging to
the transformed group S”^ further illustrate that this is an
automorphic function we have but to examine the following
S(z)7 s f/s S"^ Tjj SCzjZ r S(zj7 = this is by
definition ^ (z). /l-l84, X8j7
Our domain of existence for Y (z) is S“^(h) where K is the
domain of existence of f (z) and S"^(Rq) is a fundamental region with a
finite number of sides for the transformed group. Hence, our definition
can now be extended to groups with fixed points or limit points at in¬
finity. This group can be represented in infinitely many ways as the
transform of a group with infinity as a non-flxed ordinary point.
An example of this in brief is the Velerstrasslan/i-functlon which
\ises the finite plane as its domain of existence, the period parallel¬
ogram is a fundamental region and there are no parabolic points.
Another exan^le is sin z. In this case the period, strip is a
fundamental region with parabolic points at the ends. We find readily





CLASSlFICmOH OF FURCTIOS GROUPS
Trosn. the seven veil known g?cmpa discussed in the previous chapter,
ve find a further and i^nre general elasslficaticm is possible in viev
of our definition of a sixqple autootorphlo function. These three basic
olassificatlotts are as foUovai
(1) Elementary groups • the finite groups and groups vith one or
two limit points.
(2) Fuchsian groups • transformatlom which take a eonsaon fixed
circle and carry the int^rlcn* into itself, in brief, the
properly discontinuous elliptic tmadular groups.
(3) Kleinian groups • most comhinational functional groups, and
aH other function groups.
Zt should be noted at this thae that there does exist a certain
degree of overlapping between the first two classifications.
For the elementary groups, let us consider the finite groups idilch
are further subdivided into five basic types of polyhedral functions.
They belong to the group of automorphlc functions being rational of the
type fCs) vhere fCa) takes on ^ch value once in the fundamental region.
(1) the elliptic cyclic groip • this Is the simplest of all finite
groups having tvo non-congruent fixed points.
(2) the dihedral group • inclvidlng the four group.
(3) the tetrahedral group
(k) the octahedral group
18
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(3) the Icosahedral group
Before moving on to the groups having one or two limit points, it
is necessary to define the limit point of a group of linear transforma¬
tions.
We shall use the definition given to us by Br. L. R. Ford in his
book on Automorphic Functions, page 6?.
A limit point of the group is a cluster point of the centers of the
iscmetric circles of the transformations of a group.
If we assume that there are no transformations of the group having
a fixed point at infinity, so that the isometric circles exist for all
transformations except the identical transformation, then there are to
be found no points congruent to infinity in the neighborhood of infinity.
This will Involve no basic restriction in that the writer has fore¬
warned that this paper shall deal with properly discontinuous grovips
which can be transformed into groups with the above properties.
If the isometric circles have centers infinite in number, then this
implies that the group has an infinite number of transformations and,
hence, one or more cluster points (limit points). The centers and radii
of the Isometric circles are foxmd by using T(z) - az / b where ad - be
cz / d




It should also be noted that lengths and areas within the isometric
circle are increased in magnitude, while lengths and areas without the
isometric circle are decreased in magnitude, by the transformation.
Now let us return to our discussion of the elementary groups in
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general, and in particular to groups having only one limit point. These
groups are perhaps better known as simply and doubly periodic groups.
They contain no hyperbolic oi* loxodrcmic transformation and, therefore,
must contain either parabolic or elliptic transformations, each having
the fixed point as a limit point. Now since the second fixed points do
not all coincide, the groiqp can not consist entirely of elliptic trans*
formations but must be elliptic and parabolic or Just parabolic trans<*
formations.
Fxirther, if we let this group be so transformed that the limit
point is carried to infinity, then all transformations will be of the
form ; Kz yf b.* Now for K a 1 we have z^ • z / b which give us
translations and rotations respectively.
If the group contains only translations, it is either a simply
0
fi.
or a doubly periodic group with a period parallelogram as fundamental.
Proof: Let us use translations of the
form Si : z / Ki where is called a "period." Now we have
Si “1 S2 “2 ...... . “n 2 * / Mi Ki / Mg /
/ M^ Kq. Hence, any linear combination of periods with integral co->
efficients is a period. If we now plot these periods in the complex
plane, we will find that these points have no cluster points, for if
they did then Si Sj z/K^ - Kj where j
*K here being the multiplier mentioned in Chapter I.
periodic group with a period strip
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are taken sufficiently close to the cluster point. This produces an
arhltratlly small period, hence indicating continuity for the group.
If ve let W he the period nearest the origin or one of the finite
numbers at the minimum distamce and JL he the line Joining the
origin to V and let K he any period lying on , then ve can
vrite K •> Mv vhere M is real. Ve shall show that M is an integer.
Let us assume the opposite and let m he the nearest integer to M. Then
/M *• m/ i and the period ^ K • mv is such that 1^1 s
/(M - m)w/ ^v hence w could not he the closest point to the
origin. The transformation S • z / K is then a power of T jj
2 / v; namely, S ; T**. If all the periods lie on L, the group
is the simply periodic group generated hy T.
Suppose next, that there are periods not lying on L. Let v^
he at the minimum distance from the origin among these. Hence any
period in the plane can he written K >• Mv / Mv^, vhere M and
are also real. We now prove that M and are Integers hy
assuming they are not. If n and m^ are the closest integers to M and
1 +hen /m - m/ ^ Consider also the period
- K - {nnr ^ m^ v^) s {M • m)v / (M^ « m^)v^ 0. Here
we have /kV ^ i h! / h /^/ vhlch is impossihle
unless lies on L. But, then, • m - 0 and /kV \
j-vl which is also Impossihle. It follows that M and are Inte*
gers since m and m^ are not the nearest integers to them.
A transformation of the group S « z / K can then he written
in the form S » Ti where Tg z/v, T^ s z / w^. The group
is then the douhly periodic group generated hy T and T^.
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Also,vlthout loss of generality^ we may assume that a period of
smallest absolute value Is one. Let G - z/v, where w is the small¬
est period and transform the group by G.
S 2 z / K, Q S G*^ 3 G(wz / K) - z / K/w. Where K - w, the
period Is one. Otherwise /K / ^ | since /K/ ^ /w/.
w
It may be concluded here that the most general group with one limit
point and containing only parabolic transformations is the transform of
a sinqoly or doubly periodic grotjp.
Groups of two limit points are of little Interest and we shall
briefly mention these at this time. They may be divided Into two types:
(a) z^ s Kj z which keeps 0^ Invariant and are either
hyperbolic elliptic or loxodromic transformations according to
(b) z^ - which carry and
and are elliptic with fixed points i
The Fuchslan groups make up the second classification of function
grotqps that are automorphlc. These are generally associated with the
elliptic modular functions or Just modular functions as they were called
before the erection of a general theory of Fuchslan functions. They
are properly discontinuous and carry by transformations a certain circle
Into itself. It also carries each of the parts into which a circle
divides the plane into itself. A point within the principal circle is
carried into an interior point; and exterior into an exterior.* If the
principal circle is a straight line, a point on one side of the line is
carried into a point on the same side of the line.
*!rhe common fixed circle shall be called the principal circle
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Since loxodromic transformations involve fixed circles vhich carry
the interior of each circle into its exterior, then it is obvious that
these transformations can not be classified as Fuchslan gro\ips.
!^y further consideration ctnd elimination, ve find that there are
only three possibilities among the remaining non-loxodromic transforma**
tlons:
(a) A hyperbolic trcmsformation vith its fixed points on the prin**
clpal circle.
(b) An elliptic transformation vith its fixed points Inverse to
one another with respect to the principal circle.
(c) A parabolic transformation vith its fixed point on the prin*
clpal circle euid vith its fixed straight line tangent to the
principle circle.
The limit points of Fuchslan groins lie on the principal circle
and either consist of aU points on the principal circle or are no¬
where dense on this circle. On the basis of the possibilities for limit
points there are still two further classifications.
(a) Fuchslan groups of the first kind
(b) PucbBla. groups of the secoud bled. §.1^
The former being composed of groups for vhich every point of the
principal circle is a limit point and these limit points separate the
plane into two regions each of which is carried into Itself. The latter
group being composed of groups whose limit points are nowhere doise on
the principal circle and also those elementary Fuchslan groups where the
number of limit points is finite. Here the ordinary points form a single
connected region.
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Tbe function J was derived as a result of the historical
order of development and brings out the association that modular func>
tions have vlth elliptic functions. As background for this particular
function it is necessary to point out some of the properties of the
Welerstrasslan functions, in particular. |^(z),and describe the sym¬
bolism involved in that function. We shall let w, be a pair of
_ 1 / '
primitive periods such that s SL " * ^ ^ ^ where ^
is always positive. Which shall be v, and v shall be determined
by the following W 0 W^ .being positive and less than TT.
iWj
From this point on J1 shall represent mw / m^ w^ for the gen¬
eral function. ^ ^
shall represent the elliptic function where the summation extends to
all non-zero periods and has the following derivative:
-fs - 3. (z
Now by virtue of the algebraic relation that exists between any two
sinqple automorphic functions belonging to the same group, we may now set
up the following relationships;
.her. “4 33= ^
/2-14^
The above relationship can be derived by combining B(z) and B(z^)
into a polynomial for the purpose of making the pole at the origin dis-
_L_ _L -t-ai. ^22%
Jl' JZ^appear. By the Laurent Expansion
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/ *1 *1
Since for any odd value of Y‘^ “7 ” O hence ^ - •< —i ~ • •




NOW substituting ^ 5 33” QJ*




Nov A''<V= -|» +?§ z ^
-^4 + 32» z*^ -f +>> O ■ -7A -> o
^y combining equations (l), (2) and (3) above,ve find
/syv)’ - -j^/^(V -j3
Nov the fonetloQ p^(z) satisfies the following
since -
T̂C
and 3s[^ only differ by a period and p^(z) is
an odd function of z. It therefore follovs that if ^(z) Is analytic
at (which is a half period), then ^
The equation 3 ^ gives us the three half
periods which lie in the period parallelogram. The roots 0^3
et= /3C^‘) "“J e, = /3('^)
are not equal. B(z) takes on each value twice in the period parallel¬
ogram while p^(z) vanishes at w^then p(z) takes on the value of ^ ^
2
twice there and no where else. The same type of reasoning could be
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extended to show £ -x and 3 also unequal. The condition
for equal roots In the above expression Is the vanishing of A zz
3
_
therefore, A ^ 0 .
Now hy using the last expression, the equalities for ^ ^ and 3
and the ratio of C ~ ^ ve find ^ a. ^ ^ a C ^0
and 33 = (rnuj+m‘~ ^
A(uJ;UJ^}= - 317^3(14(1)!)?
^2-1517
Since the series for g converge absolutely for any real pair of
primitive periods w, w^ whose ratio is not real then g2 (ij'T*) euid
g3 (1>^V ) will also converge absolutely for any value of "7^ which
is not real. The series also converge absolutely for any values of 'T
not real in a closed region. Hence g2 (1, 7^ ), (l, 7^ ) and
g3 (l> 7 ) “** all analytic functions of 7^ in the whole upper
half 7 plane.
By combining the previous equations for g2, g3 and ^ to loxmi
a function from which the factor w cancels, therefore^becoming a func¬
tion of Just the ratio 7 , we find ^ (“J^ “ ^ ^^ A (ij-r)
Here both numerator and denominator are analytic functions of 7 and
the dencminator doesn't vanish, in the i^per b8^.f plane. Thus T(r)
is analytic in the whole upper half 7 plane.
Let w, w^ of given ratio 7 generate a group such that w - cw^
/ dw, w^ - aw^ / bw where ad - be ^ 1. How this group generated by new
periods leads to the same(|^ function and constants (g2, g3f 4^ )
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hence the function unaltered. Thus we write 3* ”
^ ^ Q.'vv d 3 ^ Uui* +auj ^
/s-15§J
Some of the properties of the 3-(r) function concern its be¬
havior at the parabolic points. Using the fundamental region described
in the following diagram of the upper half plane we find that ^~
vhere is always positive. It should also be noted here that if
this transformation is noualoxodrcmiic,
then the upper half plane is carried
into itself and if it is loxodromic
then the upper half plane is carried
into the lower half plane. In either
case a ^ / b is the modular group
c 'V / d
Returning to the diagram attention should be called to the fact
that the sldesf described by AD and EF meet at infinity and hence ^e
congruent by the transformation I . Now if we
change the variable to t, where t - C > ve find that this maps
the peurt of Ro above the line DEF with the equation Y « K, where
K ^ 1, on the interior of the circle K. The equation of this clr«
cle is /t/ 2 C .In this transformation congruent points
on the two sides go into coincident points on a radius as can be seen
by the following diagram.
Now the function takes on the walues at a point of this
radius other than at the origin, when approached from the two sides
and so is single valued and analytic in K, with of course the possible
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exception of the origin. This is also true of g2 (l, ) and g3
(l, ■*1' ) since both are unaltered by the transformation
T+l , Sji, hence 3 , = = «0
- 4o ^ (mTrvTTrW^)^ = 3a
The terms of the second sum are merely a reairangement of those of the
sum defining g2 (l, T' ). The same type of result follows for g3 (l,*^)
S 83 (1, / 1)
The following two theorems summarize the other basic properties
of the function 3tr>.
Theorem 1.
The function "J"takes on each value once, and only once,
in the fundamental region, ^“15j7
Proof: The function has a single pole of the first order
in Rq, according to the necessary conventions involving poles and zeros.
These conventions can be stated as follows:
(1) If there is a pole (or zero) on the side 1^, then there is
also a pole (or zero) at the congruent point on the opposite
side l.jj,. Only one of these may be counted as belonging to
the region.
(2) The order of a pole (or zero) at a vertex shall be partitioned
equally among the regions which meet there. If there are m
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vertices in the cycle and the sum of the angles at the vertices
is t then Km regions meet at each vertex.
Now since 3*Cv) a single pole of the first order in Rq then we
may apply the theorem that states: A simple automorphic function f(z)
which is not a constamt takes on every value the same number of times
in the fundamental region. The proof of which is as follows: If a
simple automorphic function f(z) is not a constant, it has a certain
finite number of poles in the fundamental region. The function f(z) * C,
where C is any constant, is a simple automorphic function with the same
number of poles as f(z). The number of zeros is equal to the number of
poles. That is, the nvoaber of times f(z) takes on the value C is equal
to the number of poles of f(z). ^-947
Theorem 2.
The most general simple automorphic function belonging to the
modular group is a rational function of o it; .
Proof: By recalling a previous theorem we can best prove the above
theorem.
Theorem •> If there exists a simple automorphic function fj^Cz) hav**
Ing a single pole in the fundamental region, then any simple automorphic
function connected with the group emd having the same domain of defini¬
tion, is a rational function of fj^(z).
Proof: Let f2(z) be a simple automorphic function with K2 poles.
Now if we take m - Kg, n a 1> and K^^ 5 1 in the following eq\xation
/ l)(n / 1)
0 then the
inequality (m / l)(n / l) - 1 mK^^ / mKg* is satisfied since
*(m / l)(n / 1) - 1 gives the ntimber of zeros while (mK^ / mK^) the
maximum number of poles.
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(Kg / 1)(2) - 1 Kg / Kg or 2K / 1 The identically
vanishing polynomial for (j) above now takes the form ^gCf^^) • fg
/ P]£g(fl) ^0. Where P}^2 “'® polynomials of degree no more
than Kg. Not all the coefficients in are zero since ^kg(^3_) — 0,
and (fj^) = constant would he contrary to our original hypothesis.
Thus fg s - Pkg(fj^)
9k2^^1^
It then follows that since 34-T-) has a single pole of the first
order in then it takes on each value once in R^, hence it has no
singularities other than poles in the fundamental region «
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